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Corpora:
SCOTS Scottish Corpus of Texts & Speech
CMSW Corpus of Modern Scottish Writing
BNC
British National Corpus
COHA Corpus of Historical American English
Lexicographical resources:
Metaphor Map of English
Historical Thesaurus of English
Oxford English Dictionary

Source domain:
Target domain:

TEXTILES
INTELLECTUAL WEAKNESS

…But woolly as his arguments were, they went down well with
discontented people… (BNC)
…even if her self-centred mysticism is still as grandiose and woolly
as it was... (BNC)

INTELLECTUAL WEAKNESS
feeble
dotty
woolly

TEXTILES
woolly
velvet
chintz

ANIMAL BODIES
woolly
trunk
tusk

HEARING AND NOISE
loud
woolly
silence

SIGHT
woolly
hazy
clear-sighted

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION
companion
savage
woolly

Textiles – Planets and satellites: no metaphorical connection

Textiles – Materials: no metaphorical connection

Textiles – Variety: strong metaphorical connection

“metaphoricity may be seen as a matter of degree:
not all metaphorical language is regarded as such
by all people, underlining the role of context and
social convention in metaphor awareness and
identification”
(Caballero and Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2013: 274)

http://mappingmetaphor.arts.gla.ac.uk

• 145 categories for which Textiles is the Source of a metaphorical
connection (out of a total of 414 other categories)
• 37 categories for which Textiles is the Target of a metaphorical
connection
• 19 categories are both Source and Target with Textiles.
• 148 different word forms have been identified as instantiating a
metaphorical connection with Textiles as Source. There are
probably more…

beggar's velvet; belt; bobbin; button-hole; button-holing; byssus; chintzy; cloth;
corduroy; cotton; cotton-wool; cottony; cushion; distaff; elastic; embroider;
embroiderer; embroidery; enseam; fabric; felt; felter; fibre; filament; fingerling;
flannel; fleecy; fluff; frill; fringe; frizado; fustian; gauze; gauzy; gossamer; greenferret; hatchel; hemp-dresser; homespun; interlace; inweave; knit; knitted;
knitting; knot; lace; laced; lawny; linen; linsey-woolsey; mesh; meshing; muslin;
needle; needlework; net; network; outspin; patch; patchwork; patchworked;
pincushion; pinhead; pinpillow; plain sewing; quilt; quilted; rag; rag-bag; ragged;
raggy; reel off; ribbon; rugged; russet; satin; seam; seam < seam; seamless; sew;
sew up; sewing-machine; sheet; shoddy; shuttle; shuttler; shuttling; silk; silken;
silky; skein; spin; spin off; spindle; spindled; spinner; spinning; spinster; spinstress;
stamen; stitch; stitch < (ge)stice; stitch < stycce; stitch up; string; stuff; swanskin;
swatch; taffeta; tarpaulin; tassel; tentered; texture; thimble; thimbled; thread;
threaded; tinsel; tinselled; tissue; tricot; tricoteuse; tweedy; twine; unhemmed;
unlace; unseam; unthread; veiling; velvet; warp; weave; weave < wefan; weaver;
weaving; web; weft; whip-stitch; wind up a bottom/one's bottoms; woofed; wool;
woollen; woolliness; woolly; woolsack; woven; yarn; yarn-spinner

a. The Metaphor Map as a background against which to assess the language in a corpus
or text.

“you will observe that it is a bright administration, constructed; not so much on rainbow
as on patchwork principles.” (CMSW, Noctes Ambrosianae, Vol. 1, 1865 ed. [1820s/30s])

“And the whole literature of a country will be mere gaudy patchwork, borrowed from
every region that has any beauty to lend.” (COHA, North American Review, 1816)

b.

Evidence of corpora to contextualise Metaphor Map examples:
e.g. relative frequencies of literal and metaphorical senses

Linsey-Woolsey (=textile material woven from wool and flax)
SCOTS:
CMSW:
BNC:

no instances
several instances (all literal)
two instances (one literal, one metaphorical)

‘“Pamela” did you say? A queer sort of name; linsey-woolsy, half one and half t’ other, ’t is
a very pagan name, upon my word.’ (1987, in a play adapted from Samuel Richardson’s
novel Pamela (1740))

b.

Evidence of corpora to contextualise Metaphor Map examples:
e.g. relative frequencies of literal and metaphorical senses over time

b.

Evidence of corpora to contextualise Metaphor Map examples:
e.g. ‘liveness’ of metaphor at different points in time

warp and weft | warp and waft | warp and woof
“The warld wears a kilt, nane the waur forrit. A warp an weft o trevellers. Wha's like us?”
(SCOTS, Liz Niven, ‘Stravaigin’)

“[…] the toun, frae its kirks tae its cassies, the verra warp an weft o its marra an
smeddum.” (SCOTS, Sheena Blackhall, ‘The Quarry’)
“gradually would be woven into the warp and woof of such a sordid existence” (CMSW,
John MacDougall Hay, Gillespie)

b.

Evidence of corpora to contextualise Metaphor Map examples:
e.g. ‘liveness’ of metaphor at different points in time

distaff (=staff used in spinning; female)

“Perhaps never before in local theater history has any one production brought together
such a massive and eclectic collection of distaff talent.” (COHA, Denver Post, 2004)
“Nor are these affairs confined to the distaff element.” (COHA, New Yorker, 1925)

c.

Evidence of corpora to better understand the fuzzy boundary between literal and
metaphorical

gossamer (=fine filmy substance)
“Easin the line ever so little, till it just moved slichtly like gossamer in a breath o’ wund”
(CMSW, John Macdougall Hay, Gillespie)

“British Commonwealth links, though gossamer thin for most of the time, can become
emotional ties of steel in times of crisis” (BNC, Britain’s Defence Dilemma, 1990)
“This was no gossamer kiss. This was thunder and lightning. It rocked her senses and
turned her soul to powder.” (BNC, Mills and Boon novel, 1993)
“Cortot's left hand in particular had a way of drifting in and out of focus (two rather than
three beats in his gossamer rhythmic support in many of the Chopin waltzes)” (BNC,
Gramophone, 1992)

Cf. also chintz(y)

d.

Evidence of corpora to explore correlations between metaphor and part of speech

SCOTS

BNC

woollen

20 instances, all literal

488 instances, all literal

woolly

19 (10 literal, 9 metaphorical)

247 (a third to a half metaphorical)

woolliness

1 instance, metaphorical

6 (all metaphorical)

“I apologise in advance for any woolly words, and assure members that those woolly
words do not reflect woolly thinking on the part of the committee” (SCOTS)
“I am referring to issues such as the woolliness of the current definitions.” (SCOTS)
“As a textile man I don't mind woolliness too much but I do object to vagueness because
this motion is so vague that it can mean as much as you want it to mean” (BNC)
But: fig. sense in OED: “silent, as if padded with wool: said of the feet or footsteps.”

e.

Evidence of corpora to explore individual examples

spindle appears as a lexical example a dozen times in Metaphor Map but metaphorical
sense in rare in corpora:
‘spindle-backed wood’ in a farmhouse chair’ (BNC)
‘She danced beneath him, writhing on a spindle of galvanic motion’ (BNC)

What does this indicate about the salience of the concept?

e.

Evidence of corpora to explore individual examples

chintz(y)
“Although his wife's chintz chaircovers bring on a certain nausea whenever I am obliged to
call." (BNC, 1986)
“Within, there was an atmosphere of chintzy comfort.” (BNC, 1990)
“We all live in chintzy little boudoir rooms and we can't hang Rothkos on our walls.” (BNC,
Harpers and Queen, 1990)
“I knew I had been far too chintzy about awarding medals in World War!” (COHA, 1954)

What does this indicate about social attitudes and culture?

Some further questions
• Corpora, together with the Metaphor Map may help us to answer lots of questions:
• Which areas of semantic space are most dependent on metaphor?
• Can we define more precisely what dead metaphor is?
• What metaphors were available to speakers at X time?

• And tackle some big challenges:
• Automatic metaphor identification / tagging
• There is much more to be done!
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